
The Future of Network Automation
for Tier 2/3 Service Providers

All 217 participants were involved in deploying, managing, purchasing, or using network automation, 
engineering, management, operations or assurance solutions for IP, MPLS, or IP integrated optical 
transport networks.

Majority still in earlier stages where network management tasks are 
semi-automated or manual methods are still used.

Top drivers remain to be improving productivity and improving overall customer experience.

CSPs believe network automation
is needed to be competitive and

increase customer value

CSPs believe automation is
needed to cope with increasing

operational demands

CSPs are still operating with
only low-level or no network

automation in place

Survey demographics

Central/south 
America

13%

North America

41%

28%

Asia/Pacific
(including Australia
and India)

Western
Europe

18%

Where are Tier 2/3 CSPs on their automation journey?

Tier 2/3 CSP key drivers for network automation

DIY automation projects take too long and usually fail

The Solution: 
Cloud-Delivered, AI-Enabled 
Network Automation

Cloud delivery 
changes everything

What is the business 
case for Cloud-Delivered 
Network Automation?

Are next-level CSPs ready 
to adopt Cloud-Delivered 
Network Automation?

Cloud-Delivered, AI-enabled Automation

Top perceived challenges to achieving 
network automation

Type of service provider Annual revenue
41% Mobile Operator

2% Satellite Operator
6% Cloud Provider/OTT
8% Converged Operator (fixed)
10% Internet Exchange Provider

18% Fixed-line Telecom Operator
16% Cable Operator

15% $500m to $999m

18% Less than $50m

28% £200m to $400m
39% $50m to £199m

30% are still operating manually
(using CLI and legacy software tools)

52% have some semi-automated network 
management tasks

12% have programmatic workflow-based 
and/or closed loop automation

6% have fully autonomous self-driving
network automation

How strategic is network automation for Tier 2/3
communications service providers (CSPs)? 
What are the key trends and technology 
advancements that matter?  
Does cloud-delivered / SaaS automation present 
a better option?  
And what role can AI play?

How cloud-delivered network automation delivers value for Tier 2/3 CSPs:

Lack of budget/cost 
of implementation 

Complexity of 
integration 

Internal resistance 
(fear of job cuts) 

Insufficient number 
of staff 

Lack of internal 
expertise 

Improved Productivity

Improved overall customer experience

Increase uptime/reliability (including reducing human errors)

Enhance ability to innovate

Make network less vulnerable to malicious acts

Optimize use of existing capacity

Shorten MTTR (Mean time to repair) when there is an outage

Mitigate skilled labor shortage

Reduce time to deploy network and/or services

Improve SLA adherence

Lower network TCO

Evolving to AIOps 13%

13%

13%

19%

19%

22%

23%

24%

27%

30%

32%

42%

of CSPs think that automation is not deployed 
fast enough 

of CSPs say DIY automation projects take 
them 3+ months 

of third-party automation projects have 
taken 6+ months

Source: Heavy Reading, July 2023* Source: Analysys Mason, June 2022

68%

92%

51%

60%
of DIY automation 

projects fail*

35% 31% 29% 28% 26%

For CSPs with less than $200 million in annual revenue, 
‘insufficient staff’ is the second-biggest challenge.

Automation as a Service

Increase productivity by making automation intuitively easy/guided with AI

Train AI on leading network data to dramatically reduce MTTK and MTTR

Ensure both network operators and end users have amazing experiences

40% cost reduction
Agile use-cases lower the cost barrier 
to innovation
50% reduction in deployment time
70% faster new use case deployment
Source: Analysys Mason, June 2022

Responses indicate that concerns about cloud delivery 
(such data security, data sovereignty and the ability to 
meet specific SLAs) are now being seen as manageable, 
with benefits outweighing any risks.

For more detail, see Network Automation for Tier 2/3 Service 
Providers: Heavy Reading Survey Analysis Whitepaper

Discover Juniper Paragon Automation as a Service: 
Cloud-Delivered Network Automation

 

would consider an AI-enabled SaaS 
automation solution.  

Lower Costs

Application integrations are 
use-case based; made in hours,
rather than weeks. 

Accelerates Time 
to Market
Automation is instantly 
and easily accessible.

Unleashes Operational 
Efficiency
Sophisticated applications can be
maintained without internal 
expertise. 

Simplified
Integration

Reduced Staffing 
Challenges

Increased 
Release Agility

Accelerated
Implementation

Guaranteeing 
Higher Availability

Increased
Security

Vendor coordinates all releases, 
updates, and deployments, 
reducing workload and TCO.

Automation addresses lack 
of in-house expertise 
and talent shortages.

Automatic updates and 
additions accelerate innovation, 
elevate service offerings and 
sustain competitiveness.

DIY and third-party 
implementation times are
reduced from months to weeks 
(or less).

The cloud’s built-in redundancy 
ensures higher availability 
and resiliency.

Best practices for environment 
security have already been 
refined by the hyperscalers.

Cost reduction

Increased margin

Increased revenue

Cost reduction and increased
revenue factors

Cost saving of platform
software and hardware

Scaling

Staff training

Reliability, constant
updates & maintenance

Continuous innovation

Time-to-market &
opportunity costs

Net cost advantage of platform 
software and hardware

Cost savings

Increase revenue

93%

83% of Tier 2/3 CSPs are 
ready to adopt automation 

via public cloud

Do the complex 
tasks that humans 

cannot do

Be competitive 
and create customer 

value

Do more and 
do better 
with less

Lower TCO 
with pay as 

you grow

Automation as a Service
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YES

85%81% 77%

Discover what CSPs are thinking and doing about transport network 
automation right now, and what they need to be looking at next.

https://go.juniper.net/c/sp-dc-whitepaper-1164174477-en?x=MyqB80&utm_medium=Juniper_paid_media&utm_source=Tier-2-3-infographic&utm_campaign=Paragon
https://go.juniper.net/c/paragon-automation-a?x=LWzUUo&utm_medium=Juniper_paid_media&utm_source=Tier-2-3-infographic&utm_campaign=Paragon



